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• Convicted sex offender
Mazerolle awaiting ENINIC decision
By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer
Today Eastern Maine Medical
Center will officially release a de-
cision it made in a meeting last
night with University of Maine of-
ficials regarding the academic ca-
reer of nursing student Yvonne
Mazenille.
Mazerolle. who WaS convicted
in 1991 of three counts of gross
sexual misconduct with her three
young daughters, will know today
if she will be allowed incomplete a
pediatnc clinical at EMMC. The
clinical. which would involve her
working with child patients, is a
requirement of all nursing students
seeking registered nurse status.
In an interview with The Maine
l'arnpu% on Wednesday Mazerolle
said that if EMMC decides not to
accept her into clinical practices at
the hospital it will be up to the
nursing faculty at UMaine to deter-
mine an alternative course of ac-
tion for her
"It would be nice ill could run
away from the w hole situation, but
I'm not a runner and never have
been so I have to deal with all this
as it conies.- Mazenille said.
She said she first wanted to pur-
sue nursing as a career because she
enjoys working with people and is
a firm believer in patient advocacy.
"I like the fact that maybe
through my care and my ability to
educate someone on their health
that it might prevent a problem or
help them take care of a present
problem," she said
Prior to beginning her nursing
studies at the University of Maine
in the spring of 1989, Mazemlle
said she worked as a baker and as a
Certified Nurses Aid
Her studies in the nursing pro-
gram were miemmted in 1991 due
to the sexual offense conviction,
hut she was still able to attend psy-
chology major-related classes on
campus while under intensive su-
pervision. In addition to the 12-
month intensive supervision term,
Mazerolle also was sentenced to
four years of probation and coun-
seling, which she is currently un-
der going It was also mandated by
the court that she lose custody of
her three daughters
Mazerolle said there has been a
lot of concern as toss hether she has
been treated for the sexual offenses
through her counseling. She ex-
plained that counseling for the of-
fenses was not deemed necessary
by her probation officer after re-
viewing evaluations done by a sex-
ual offenders program and two psy -
chiatric experts Instead, she said,
the counseling is meant to help her
cope with the events of the past few
years.
"It helps me to deal with what
has happened in my life This has
been a very. difficult four years for
me and has helped roe see what I
am all about and learn about my-
self and he able to have the strength
to deal with this situation,- Maze-
rolle said.
She declined to discuss her (c-
lings about the verdict of the trial
itself. but added that if counseling
for sexual offenses was required of
her, she would have complied.
"Regardless of the statement of
innocence or guilt the fact is, yes. I
am convicted. But I served my
time and I'm on probation. I have
done everything that was required
of me. Had they recommended the
other type of counseling I would
have done that,- she said "I de-
serve as much a chance as anybody
else out here to try and put my life
See EMMC on page 9
• Academic affairs
Faculty Senate examines Bigelow merger
Chancellor Orenduff at the recent Faculty Senate meeting.
(Leonidas photo)
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
A resolution supporting a possi -
hie merger between the University
of Maine and Bigelow Laboratory
passed overwhelmingly dunng the
Faculty Senate meeting Wednes-
day
Chnsta Schwintzer, the rrsolu
tion's sponsor, said the merger's
timing might not he favorable but
that it's moving for-ward
"If I had my druthers, we would
do this in two or three years.,"
Schwintzer said, -but the commit-
tee had to make a decision
Schwintzer said her committee
estimated the cost of the merger to
he about $150,000. broken down
mto two categones Most of the
coq. S100.000, would he used to
help defray administrative costs
'Maine would also assume about
$50,000 in debt
Senator Joe Chernosky. repre-
senting the College of Sciences.
opposed the resolution He said all
the costs ot the mercer hadn't heen
discussed
"ldon'tthink the administration
has provided Taculty Senate with
any information for the costs," he
said tie noted that money would be
needed to renovate buildings at the
Lab
Chenaisky also said the budget
for the 12 people currently. working
at the lab would he far greater than
money budgeted for professors at
17Maine
The college of sciencts, he said,
budgets roughly S3.000 per profes-
sor per year to cover travel, equip-
ment and office costs. After learn-
ing that only four of the 12 people
working are fully funded, he said
the subsidy was very large
"I'm uncomfortable about rec-
ommending that President Hutch-
inson commit to that kind of fund-
ing. especially w hen there's no hod-
get out
Vice President for Research and
Public Service Judith Bailey said
that operating costs light. heat.
See on BIGELOW on page 8
• Brennan
Candidate
visits class at
UMaine
By F. J. Gallagher
Staff Writer
There is a fundamental lack of
trust in the institution of govern-
ment today_ Restoring that trust is
one of former Governor Joe Bren-
nan's top priorities.
Speaking to Professor Will-
iam Stone's Political Psychology
class in Little Hall yesterday,
Brennan cited this lack of trust as
a major obstacle to the effective-
ness of government
—There is a pessimism, a gloom
in Augusta now that is quite dis-
turbing to me We had problems
at the start of my first term, dou-
ble digit unemployment. inflation
and the like, but we had confi-
dence, we had trust We need to
regain that confidence and trust,"
he said.
To restore this trust. Brennan
came out in support of a legisla-
tive bill known as "Question
Time This legislation passed in
the 199.3 session of the House of
Representatives, but as narrow -
ly defeated in the Senate
Question Time would require
that the Governor submit to an un-
scripted question and answer ses-
sion from a randomly selected gmup
of legislator,, on a monthly basis
Brennan quoted the French po-
litical philosopher Alexander de
Tocquey ille when he said that De-
mocracy will tail when the citi-
zens do not in St the goy ernment
that they elect
"This is not a cure-all or a
panacca, by any means, but it is a
step forward,- Brennan said
Brennan has also announced
his candidacy for the Democratic
guhernatonal nomination The re-
maining class time was given over
to a question and answer session
Brennan fielded questions on di-
verse subjects They ranged from
malnutntion among children to
tax supports for the Maine paper
industry in order to fay:dilate re-
cycling
Sec BRENNAN on page 8
• Coffman
Tuition reduction bill fails in State Legislature
By Chris DeBeck
Staff writer
State legislator kaiph Coif
oar • latest et fort to address stu -
dent tuition concerns was defeated
when the I egislatlye Council
turned down consideration 01 his
bill to reduce tuition rates
Coffman's bill. LR 2947, would
have reduced tuition 20 percent for
in-staie student, attending I niver-
city ot Maine Sy stem campuses
"It ticks me off that tuition rates
keep going up, and rieople need
that money to live. l'ollman said
"These people are working then
asses off for moors to live, work
ing pan-time lolls
"And the Legislature lust gives
a rubber stamp of approval on rais-
ing tuition rates"
Tuition increases, employee
layoffs and what Coffman felt were
administrative abuses lead him to
sponsor 1 R !OM, which would
have eliminated the chancellor's
office
"We had 35 co-sponsors or
that one," he said "This was a
chance to cut at the top
The day the hill came up for
consideration in the legislature's
educationsomminee.l.
he had two other hills regarding
abortion to present
Colima!, asked I louse speaker
John Martin that the chancellor •
bill twit he considered, so that he
could concentrate on the abortion
hills
After recto ing a call that his
other hall was to he considered he
fore the education committee.
r••• :ha; :he h
h•c: • on•nierrd
PS the time he amy
side was already speakinc
Coffman said he feels leg;'.
tors are afraid to cut administrati,
See COFFMAN on page 8
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WorldBriefs
• English toddler murder trial to soon end
• Haitian officials forcing fuel storage release
• Apartheid legally dismantled by constitution
• Child-beating death
Trial of British children continues
4 PRESTON. England (AP) — One of two schoolboys accused of killing toddler
I James Bulger tearfully confessed to the crime and said his friend was "laughing
his head off as the child was beaten to death, a court heard Thursday.
"I killed James," the boy said in a taped police interview played to jurors on the 13th
day of the tnal.
He said it was his idea to take the boy, but his friend's idea to kill him.
The prosecution wound up its case Thursday. but the defense, in a surprise move,
announced it would not be calling any witnesses. Because both boys had pleaded innocent
to abducting and killing James. their attorneys had been expected to make a case on their
behalf.
Lawyers from both sides are to begin giving closing statements on Monday. and the
trial is not expected to last beyond next week.
The boy heard in the taped interview expressed remorse for luring the 2-year-old away
from his mother at a shopping mall on Feb. 12. leading him 2 1/2 miles across Liverpool,
and stoning him to death along a railway track.
'They're terrible (things). I was thinking about it all the time:* the boy, who can be
identified only as Child B. told police on Feb. 19.
Despite Child B's confession. and Child A's admission that he played a minor role.
each of the boys has pleaded innocent to the abduction and murder of James and the
attempted abduction of another child at the same mall.
Both boys were 10 at the time of James' murder. Because they were under 14. the
prosecution must prose they knew nght from wrong.
In tapes of interviews played in court. Child B sobbed after confessing, and said his
nend had no compunction about killing the ho).
• New constitution
Apartheid officially 
ending in South Africa
ais hi sIPTON PARK. South Atnca I APi — Black
and white leaders endorsed a new constitution early
Thursda% to end apartheid by giving equal nghts to
the nation's long-suttenng black maionty
Applause erupted as the delegations from s aned political
groups - ins luding the African National Congress and the
white gos emment - approved thes-unstitutional agreements
likely to make Nelson Mandela the first black president
The vs hite-dominated parliament is expected to approve
the document next week
South African leaders hope the step will be irrevocable
and toreser abolish their sountry s notonety as a racist
panah
opponents who boycotted the talks contend the consti-
tution's ideals of iustice, equality and humanity will he
ignored by a tuture ANC go% ernment and its Communist
Party allies
'We have reached the end at an era... Mandela told the
signing ceremon% attended by politwal leaders, other dele-
gates and international °Iversers e are at the beginning
of a new era
• Jonestown cult
Tragic anniversary to
pass quietly in Guyana
4 &nese care to recall the deaths of more than 900GE(tRGET()WN. Guy ana AP, - Few Guy -
followers of an American cult leader in their jungle
Lommune lc years ago In tact. they hope its anniversary
Thursday passes with little notice
Residents who lis e near the rusting farm equipment and
furniture that weie part of the 300 acres carved from rain
forest and called Jonestown are more concerned about
finding jobs with its newest foreign occupant. an Asian
timber enterprise Even that South Korean-Malay sian com-
pany wants nothing to do it
' 'At don't plan to touch it at all. said I toy d Se,arwar.
a spokesman for Barama Co lid . whose Lorx-ession in -
Jude'. the former i.ommune • All we have done is to
impr, the road passing on the outside of it for our
purposes
the ,,niY pe, Tie ,lieresied are I, sal entrepreneurs
and •he -in, 'nth admir,, st r anon , kt President Cheddi
Jager
• Companies must violate embargo
Haiti forces release of oil reserves
2 
for-
eign gasoline distributors to open their storage depots and turn their backs on a
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — Army-backed officials have forced 
worldwide fuel embargo, diplomats and company 5:.okesmen said Wednesday.
For the first time in weeks, gas flowed freely Wednesday from most Esso and
Texaco stations. Under pressure, Shell, the third major oil company servicing Haiti,
began pumping fuel a day earlier.
A right-wing extremist called the flow of gas a "s ictory" for thos.r who have
resisted the international community's campaign to return exiled President Jean.
Bertrand Aristide.
A pro-Aristide senator, Rony Mondestin, acknowledged the release of the gasoline
"could be perceived as a retreat by the international community "
The right-wing extremist. Carl Denis, and a leader of an army-backed political
movement also threatened to shut down Parliament if lawmakers do not call a new
presidential election and declare Aristide's position vacant.
The right-wing call reflects the confidence of the army and its supporters, who
called the international community's bluff and ignored a U.N. agreement calling for
Aristide' s return on Oct. 30. Washington stationed warships off this Caribbean nation
and backed U.N. economic sanctions on Haiti, but in recent weeks has made the return
of Aristide a lower priority.
Aristide was overthrown by the military in a bloody September 1991 coup.
An Aristide-backed democratic transition government has acknowledged army-
backed officials were responsible for forcing the foreign gas distributors to open. Tlie
Justice Ministry has been solidly in military control since the assassination Oct. 14 of
is ton official Cols Mahrs. a foorcr law Yer for the U.S Fmbasss
• Palestinian violence
Another Israeli soldier
stabbed on Gaza Strip
e NAHAL OZ, Occupied Gaza Strip t AP)- A
@I Palestinian stabbed to death an Israeli soldier Wednes-
day and troop reinforcements moved into the occu-
pied lands to contain growing s iolence
Twenty -four Palestinians and nine Israelis have been
killed since Israel and the PLA) signed an accord on Pales-
tinian autonomy signed Sept 13. and the mounting toll is
threatening to e-ode support for the past
The sioknce comes as Israeli and Palestinian negotia-
tors in Cairo reported progress in talks on implementing the
autonomy agreement Self-rule is to begin in mid-April in
Gaza and Jericho on the West Bank
Prime Minister 1 itzhak Rabin % ism ng Canada. said the
attacks would not sway Israel from the negotiations
With all at the pain and sorrow, we will continue with
the negotiations and we will fight terror. Rabin said on
army radio
• Old Soviet Union
Lenin' museum is the
latest vi▪ ctim of change
6 the founder of the Soviet t 'Mon, fecarne the latest seszgeMOSCOW AP) — The Lerun Museum. a s
hrine to
of communism to vanish W ednesday when President
Bons Yettun turned the huikiing iwet to the new oty comical
The museum Just off Red Square pined the list of Soviet
symbols that hase disappeared since the failed August 1991
coup ended the Communist Party 's absolute power
Angry crowds cheered then as city workers pulled down
statues of Felix Ilzerzhinsky • the founder of the KGB. and
Yak,.', Sverdlo. . who ordered the murder of Czar Nicholas
and his famil)
ven during the tumultuous autumn of 1991. when the
Communist Party was banned and the Soviet Union unra%
eled. no one dared to touch 1 enin
The red flag with its hammer and sickle saw the last offki.i,
use on Dec 2c 1991, a old blusters night when Soviet leader
Mikhail Gotbache% re-signed and his countrv ceased to exist
1—
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• Butter and niipkins not included
Lobstering background helps UMaine student with research
By Karla Stansbury
Staff Writer
A University of Maine student
is doing research on lobster traps
in hopes of helping fishermen,
and perhaps having her work pub-
lished
Shannon Johnson, a senior nat -
ural resources major, with a con-
centration in marine resources, is
doing research on the differences
between wire and wooden traps
"It hasn't been pros en, hut
from my experience and my fa-
ther's, wire works better," Johnson
said.
She signed up last year for an
independent study, and will he
done by the end of this semester.
Johnson's father is a full-time,
independent lobsterrnan. She said
she has been helping him since she
wash year, old, and started really
lobstenng at age 13. She is from
Or", Island, Maine, and works
with her father every summer.
Johnson began this project dur-
ing an introductory marine re-
sources class. She did some re-
search for a paper, and Robert
Bayer, professor of animal & vet-
erinary sciences, suggested she
do more research, for a more in-
depth, informative paper that
could possibly be published.
Johnson said wooden traps
have eight traps on one string, and
wire traps have eight in shallow,
and five in deeper water
One of Johnson's ways of
proving that wire gear is better
than wood is averaging the num-
ber of lobsters caught in each.
She said she has concluded
that wooden traps are better on
rock and wire traps are better in
the mud, because they are lighter.
Also, because wooden traps
corrode they give off an odor,
which turns the lobster away. The
wire traps are vinyl-coated and if
they are cleaned regularly, they
do not give off an odor. Johnson
said.
Johnson is a work-study em-
ployee with the marine resources
department doing odd jobs such
as tending the lobsters, doing cul-
tures for shell disease and other
lab work.
Bayer said Johnson's work
might be put out in the form of a
flyer so fishermen may use and/or
evaluate this information. He said
it could help them decide if they
want to htt!, a wooden or wire
trap
4 ifielcannina*
p Kt%
"She certainly will have made
a contribution," Bayer said
Bayer said Johnson brings in a
unique perspective because she
has worked on her father's boat
for so long
Johnson said this all means a
lot to her. "I had maybe three
traps when I was young, my dad
used to haul them for me and I'd
get maybe $3." She said she
doesn't even know if there really
were any lobsters in them or not.
"If I had not taken that marine
resources course, I don't know
where I'd be headed today," she
said.
She said her ultimate goal is to
help her dad and all fishermen,
because fishing is a job where you
never know if it is going to be a
good or bad season
"Fishermen depend on what
they catch," Johnson said.
She said she is going to devote
her energy to being a spokeswom-
an for the fisherman and try to
work to reduce the control the
government has mei the Indus-
try
Johnson said she knows what
lobstering means to her parents,
and that is one of the reasons she
is determined to help
"Too many Mountain Bikes!
In 20 years I haven't carried
over so many great bikes."
Check out these great prices!
Full Suspension
3 NEW Proflex 753 Aluminum Reg $1295.00 sale $750.00
1 NEW Proflex 453 Chromoly Reg $899.95 sale $599.95
1 RENTM, Proflex 453 Chromoly Reg $899.95 sale $499.95
Bridgestone
NEW MB3Ritchey Logic Tubing Shimano DX Equiped $835.0()
NEW MB4 Ishiwata Triple Butted LX Equiped 599.95
NEW X05 Cross Training Bike Reg $399.95 saJe $275.00
Some Rentals Left
at Less Than $300!
Shannon Johnson follows in her lobstering father's footsteps
and is doing research on the crustaceans. (Boyd photo.)
Network Manager wanted:
The Maine Campus
is seeking a knowledgeable,
patient, computer-literate person
to oversee the network of Macs.
This job will
require about
10-15 hours
a week.
Anyone inter-
ested should
bring down a
resume to...
The Maine Campus in the base-
ment of Lord Hall.
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• State budget
Agencies facing shortfalls speculate
about supplemental state budget
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Several state ing existing and potential budget shortfalls cover shortfalls "to the extent feasible
agencies face looming deficits,but Gov . John "I think, in the real world, the depart- The biggest problem facing planners is
R. McKernan continues to insist they tivz rnents that are in trouble don't have it within the possibility that the federal government
within their means with cost-cutting and ac- their budgets" to cover their deficits, said will reject a new state tax on nursing homes.
count-juggling Rep Donnell P Carroll, a Gras Democrat Its loss would cost the state $IO million a
Topping the list is the Judicial Depart- and gubernatonal hopeful year.
ment, which says it needs an extra S4 7 mil- So far, the governor has been resistant to Even if the tax survives, several state
lion, including SI million to cover the cost of the idea of a supplemental budget that calls agencies may find it difficult to maintain
legal services for the poor for additional funds critical services without more money
Some observers predict Department of Although state revenues are slightly ahead Rep George J. Kerr. D-Old Orchard
Corrections, Human Services Department, of projections, the additional money is not Beach, estimated that the 1)epartment of
and Department of Mental Health and Men- enough to make up the difference. said McK- Corrections faces a shortfall of hem een
tal Retardation also will need more money to mum" s Chief of Staff Sharon Miller. $700,000 and SI million
get through the year John R Nicholas, the state budget officer. Corrections Commissioner I3onald I.
The Apowoilauons Committee gathered reminded department heads Nos 3 that McK- Allen said problems have been created by
today today to study a range of issues, includ- ernan shams to use as ailahle resources to unbudgeted overtime and medical expenses
• International trade
Maine delegation objects to Chilean salmon imports
AP)Maine's congressional delegation
on Fnday asked the Clinton administration
to take action to stop the import of govern-
ment-subsidized salmon fromthe nation of
Chile
"Maine salmon growers are reporting
that large solumes of salmon from Chile at
unprecedented low pnces have been enter-
ing the U.S.." Sens George Mitchell and
William Cohen and Rep Olympia Snowe
said in a letter to Trade Representative
Mickey Kantor.
'The U S. trade representative should
inform the Chilean government that this
situation cannot he tolerated any longer: '
they said.
Maine salmon growers say the Chileans
are flooding the market in the United States
because they've been shut out of the Europe-
an market by subsidized Norwegian salmon
They reported that the Chilean salmon is
selling for 20 percent less than it did last
sear
"If Chilean imports continue to flood
into the U S market and depress prices, a
promising industry in Maine 'sill face in-
creasing difficulties:. the delegation said
"We must ensure that the Maine salmon
industry is allowed to compete in a free and
fair market ""
• Resignation
Curtis plans
to resign
from MMA
('AS11NE. Maine (AP) Former Gov.
Kenneth M Curtis plans to step down as
president of Maine Maritime Academy pres-
ident as soon as a successor is named
Curtis, who served as U.S. ambassador to
Canada after leasing the Blaine House, said
he will return to work at his office at the
Portland law finis of Curtis Master Stevens
Broder and Micoleau
Curtis submitted his resignation Fnday,
but at., announcement was not made until this
week
"I expect to be opening the door to new
challenges and new opportunities." he said
in a statement
(•urti.. a 1952 academy graduate, became
the school's Ilth president in October 1986.
"Ken Curtis set standards here that bill
he a real challenge to maintain." said the
chairman of the academy's trustees, Joseph
Sewall ot Old loss n
"He was responsible for major develop-
ments that touched every aspect of the acad-
emy 's operations from the quality of cam-
pus life in Casuist to our overseas programs
in countries such as Russia and Singapore.-
MM A "s enrollment reached a record high
this year. with 687 undergraduate and 75
graduate students A capital canwaign com-
pleted a year ago raised Sll million
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• Starved child
Tavielle Kigas
buried in Veazie
VEAZIE. Maine API Family, neigh
hors and strangers touched by the starvation
murder of a 5-year-old Bangor girl released
five balloons Thursday at the child's funeral
About 1(X) people attended the graveside
service for Tavielle Kigas, whose body was
discovered Monday in her Bangor apart
ment. The state medical examiner said she
died for lack of food and water
"The events of the past week touched
each of our hearts." the Rev. Bob Carlton told
mourners w ho gathered around the small white
casket_ "We share our pain and struggle."
Carlton handed a white balloon to
Tavielle's grandmother and four pink hal
loons to other mourners The balloons were
released after a prayer
"Life seems so unfair. But in this short
time we have been touched by her life," said
Carlton "We know we have been changed
because of what she endured. because ,•!
what she is
lhe girl's mother, Tonia Kigas, 28, re
mat ned at the Penobscot County Jail charged
with murder. The girl s grandparents attend-
ed the service, but police were unable to
locate her father.
• Fishing for gold
Treasure hunters
get loot from
sunken ship
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) — Treasure hunt-
ers who found a sunken ship laden with booty
from the California gold rush may keep 90
percent of the loot, a federal judge ruled
Thursday But if the judge's estimate of the
value is correct. they will not make a profit
I' S. District Judge Richard B Kellam
gave only 10 percent of the cargo to a group
of insurance companies and their successors
who claimed ownership. It was his second
ruling on the case of the SS Central Amen •
ca. which sank in 1857
In his 80-page decision. Kellam cited
such factors as the amount the investors
spent on the project — S10 million so far
and the n Or they took in looking for the ship
The 90 percent went to the Columbus
America Discovery Group. which found the
chip off the South Carolina coast in 1987
and began mining it for gold and other
valuables The exact location of the wreck
has been kept secret.
UMaine Civil War Round Table
Professor Emeritus Eugene Mawhinney spoke about Joshua Chamberlain
at the UMaine Civil War Round Table last night (McIntyre photo)
Note: Student Health Center hours for Thanksgiving break:
• The Student HeakLi Center will be closed November 25 and 26 for Thenkviving Terms
• Please plan ahead foe VOW pharmacy needs
• On Wednesday, November 24. the Health Center will he
open for limited services. TIst rharimacy will not
be ellen-
• The Heakh Center will reopen on
Monday. November 29 at 8 am.
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• Fight not over
Perot claims victory from
losing side of vote on NAFTA
WASHINGTON I AP1 As perhaps
only he can. Ross Perot is claiming % ictory
In defeat. predicting his organization will
draw a fresh groundswell of blue-collar
support and have the last say in the North
American Free Trade Agreement fight at
the polls
As the House dealt Perot a major defeat
Wednesday night, the ornery Texan defi-
antly insisted it w ould not hurt his political
standing And he coyly suggested the hitter
NAFTA fight had him rethinking his objec-
tion to turning his United We Stand Amer-
ica organization into a third political party
Perot's assessment of the political fall-
out from the NAFTA fight once again put
him at odds u ith conventional political w;s-
dom
'This has certainly damaged his nation-
al star.' said Republk an pollster Neil Ne-
whouse -It is %cry had for him in terms of
his chances of being a serious presidential
candidate in the fut ire
'I don't think there is any doubt that he
is damaged by this:. said James Cary ille. a
¶t.r political ads tser to President Clinton
Carville predicted the administration's
successful gamble in staging the NAFTA
debate betw em n Penn and Vice President Al
Gore would rewrite the playrbook on deal-
ing with Perot, whom both parties have
circled gingerly. since he captured 19 per-
cent of the presidential vote last year
'It certainly. shows that the w ay to heat
Ross Perot is head on.' Candle said
But Perot and his state United We Stand
leaders saw things in starkly different terms
and said the NAFTA debate only energized
them to take an even more active and
vocal -- role in health care and other polit-
ical battles to come
Perot predicted working-class Ameri-
cans worried about NAFTA would desert
both the Democratic and Republican par-
ties in droves and join United We Stand,
which he promised would open today a new
' 'huge membership drive."
"Our switchboards are just jammed with
working Americans who feel that have been
abandoned by both political ramjets.- Perot
said ' -It is going to be a watershed event in
American politics •
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• Maine reaction
Andrews extends olive
branch after NAFTA vote
,AP Moth of Maine's representat i es in
the House voted against the North American
Free Trade Agreement. although one of them
extended the olive branch to President Clin-
ton after its passage
"Now that this debate is is Cr. it's time to
move forward and work together.- said
Rep Toni Andrews, 1)-Maine "I am com-
mitted to making this NAFTA as successful
as possible • •
The trade agreement was approved in the
House by a 214-200 margin ednesday
night after weeks of intensive lobbying.
Republican Rep Olympia Snowe, an
early opponent of N.AFTA, said similar trade
pacts, including the U.S.-Canada Free Trade
Agreement. base failed to protect Maine
workers
Snow e noted that New Brunswick has
enacted an II percent pro% incial sales tax
at the border, whtch she says siolates the
trade agreement She also said trade offi-
cials hese failed to address Canadian pota-
to subsidies
"I believe that tree and tau trade is a
two-% ay street Trade agreements like NAF-
TA are only as good as the trade officials
who are negotiating and enfOrtang them;'
she said on the House floor
Also Wednesday . the last fence • sitter in
the delegation came out against the trade
agreement Seri William Cohen cured the
S -rt ‘anada Free Trade Agreement for tip-
posing N 411
' • Supporting N AFT 4 would implicitly
sanction the U S -Canada Free Trade Ayer
ment a step I am not prepared to take,-
Cohen, a Maine Republican, said in a state-
ment
The remaining member of the Maine
delegation. Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell. (aims NAFTA and has said its
passage is assured in the Senate
Mitchell called the House vote "a criti-
cal step tow aid affirming the economic lead-
ership role I the United States "
" the cote signals that our nation will
engage actively in the challenges of the
post-Cold War global economy It says we
are confident in the ability. of American
businesses and w orkers to compete and suc-
ceed,' • he said
Rut Cohen chided the Clinton adminis-
tration for not ctrong lc protesting what he
said were' 'illations of the Canadian accord.
ins-hiding New Bruno.% ick's II percent col-
lected at the Maine bonier
''ibis discriminatory tax is clearly de-
signed to deter New Brunswick residents
from shopping in Maine and, therefore, vi-
olates the 1' S -Canasta Free Trade Agree-
ment.' said Cohen
Cohen also said that t •anada subsidizes
industries that compete with Maine busi-
nesses
"Resause the U S -Canada Free Trade
Agreement did not create a level playing
field tot Maine industries, it was not a 'free
trade agreement in my slew said Cohen.
"It simply maintained an unfair status quo
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Public debate
ift
Philosophy professor Michael Howard mediates at Thursdays Socialist Marx-
ist Luncheon Series. (McIntyre photo.)
• Disease control
Scientists debate the fate of
last known smallpox cultures
W AS HINGTON ( AP) The last known
laboratory cultures of smallpox are to be
destroyed on the final day of I91 in scien-
tific history's first deliberate extinction of a
biological species. Some scientists are urg-
ing a reprieve
issue is debated in the journal Sci-
ence. Researchers from the United States.
Russia and the United Kingdom say that the
urviving smallpox cultures could he of
great value to science and that saving them
tor at least 10 more years of study would not
endanger humanity .
They say further tudy of smallpox could
!sum to a cure for AIDS
But others argue the smallpox speci-
mens represent a potential biological war-
fare weapon for terrorists They also say that
the complete genetic pattern of smallpox is
already known and that little of scientific
importance would be lost if the cultures
were destmyed
"There are now millions ot unvaccinat-
ed persons worldwide who might suffer
terrible consequences it the %indent cinic
were to escape from the laboratory." the
researchers said
Smallpox, one of the great killers in
history. was officially eradicated outside the
laboratory. in 19941, but both the L'nited
States and the So. iet Union preserved small
hatches in isolation
The two nations agreed in 1990 to de-
stroy the last specimens on Dec 31, the first
time that's ever been done.
Five scientists, led by Dr Wolfgang Jot-
lit of Duke University . are urging the cul-
tures he preserved so that researchers
can learn how a pox-like virus attacks
the body Techniques are only now be-
ing developed. the group says, to ad-
vance the fundamental understanding.
of the disease process
-Who is to say that knowledge of
the mode of action of come smallpox
virus-encoded factor may not point the
way to solving the problem of HIV (the
AIDS virus I pathogenesis?" the scien•
tists say
"Even though the world ha', been
declared free of smallpox, it would be
foolhardy to dtsiroy the last es idence
we have of the y irus when we are just
beginning to understand it.- Joklik said
Scientists from six countries, led by.
Dr Brian W J Alahy of the Centers for
Disease Control and Pres ention in At-
lanta. counter that noninfectious clones
of smallpox have been created and that
these gist science all (if the needed
reference and n.x-amli information about
the disease
Keeping the virus specimens aloe,
they say. would -represent a potential
military hazard from any temvoctgroup
that succeeded in gaining access to the
virus...
Living virus specimens al SO pose the
risk of an accidental spread of the dis-
ease, they said
During the 1 Fah through Ilith centu-
ries. before inoculations were devel-
oped, smallpox routinely killed up to
600,000 people a sear in Europe.
• The Maine Campus
Advertising deadlines for Monday November 29th will be
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• Some documents still secret
More on JFK assassination
W ASHIsvf ;Tr" tAPi Amearat and
pvifeassernal s:eutlis may have to wart
another five years to get a loot at thou-
sand* of government documents on 
Peessilent Kennedy assassination tha  re
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Are federal armies cooperatine ful-
ly or is there tesistamoe that /omen coat:n-
eed public distrust of the goverment'
asked Horne GOVINVIllelli Operatirats Com-
miner charmers John Conyers D-Mich
Ihi t1Lone ( ,Jmpus, Nio. either 19, 1993
Brennan
when he eas asked ahout national
health care. Brennan responded that if elect -
ed he would work aith the Clinton admin
titration in their efforts However, if that
failed he would attempt to establish a
system of sate health care
1 share his obit:cove. which is univer-
sal access to adequate health care... he
said
Brennan pointed to Hawaii, and Roch-
ester so 1 as communities that have Insti-
tuted a successful v. stem of accessible
health care
think that you'll see something hap-
pen on the national level. though The
reality -,f the rUatiOn is that legislators in
'loth pares want to address the issue.- he
said
To specifically encourage the growth
. • 
- Maine. Brennan said that if
lie • ne would create a system
of Re; - a. Economic Development
Orruevs that would empower local com-
munities He Washington County as
an esamese of a situation where this tactic
had been successful in his pre,. ious ad-
ministrate's
Ilkeums said that he supported the re -
Coffman
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es' • -ffiai we wand lave placed a nil,
news sieve v-r lie TIMMS
:rah .-itatai el:stators he sad. don't real-
ly care arras the irudeues iod pen* the!,
represent
-Pair* are wrelong hard to get re-elect -
ed Newead of looking out for the working
from page 1
Lent term limit legislation that the citizens
if Maine recently enacted He maintained
that it IS beneficial for politicians to step
'ack and pet a different perspective Or
government
"I don't think it will have a negative
effect at all I think that there will be a lot
more competition for the open slots It's
hard to heat the power of the tncumbency.
Ninet.s -eight percent of them win re-elec-
tion.- he said
Brennan invited people to examine his
record when conipanng him to the spate
of other l)emocrats that are seeking the
Gulvernatonal nomination He referred to
his past record of stability and expen-
ence, and said that re-electing a past gov-
ernor is nothing new Louisiana. North
Carolina and Alaska have all re-elected
previous governors after thes sat out a
term or more
"People don't care if you' re a new face
or an old face or a pretty face They want
someone who can get the job done If you
had a problem that required serious sur-
gery . would you want a surgeon just out of
med school, or one who has been tested
and ptosen''" he asked
from page 1
people.- he said
Rep Kathleen Stevens of Orono said she
hopes Coffman will work with the education
committee for other means of finding more
nioney
"It's real popular to want to do that lower
tuition).- Stevens said
Lowering tuition, she said, would pro-
side hardships
'This is a state-managed unic ersity 2. the
said 'The mimes would have to come from
somewhere
Stevens also disagrees v. ith Civfigrian'S
%tens about the management ot university
funds
•I don't think micro-managing the uni-
versity is the hest was to go.' she said
Coffman. though. said he Vo ill keep fight-
ing to reduce administration and tuition cost's
"t•ntil I hear different. I will continue to
try.- Coffman said
111111111111111111111WIGW11111111
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• American Catholics
Bishops urge equality in marriage
VvASIIINGTON (AP) — Catholic hus-
bands should share tears, diapers and class
trips with their wives in marriages that re-
flect the equality of men and women, the
nation's bishops say.
In perhaps their most comprehensive at-
tempt to address domestic relations, the bish-
ops unanimously approved a statement urg-
ing Catholic husbands and wives to move
beyond sexual stereotypes they grew up with.
In language that draws from the new men's
movement, the bishops encourage Catholic
men lobe vulnerable. canng spouses willing to
share their emotions— along with the laundry
' 'Marriage is a partnership of a man and
woman equal in dignity and salue," the
bishops state in "Follow the Way of Love•
A Pastoral Message of the U.S. Catholic
Bishops to Families."
Also at their annual meeting Wednes-
day, in a follow-up statement to their histor-
ic 1983 peace pastoral. the bishops declared
the United States is the world's keeper in
Somalia. the Balkans and Central Amenca
"After the Cold War, there has emerged
an understandable but dangerous tempta-
tion to turn inward, to focus only on domes-
tic needs and to ignore global responsibili-
ties This is not an option for believers in a
universal church or for citizens in a power-
ful nation." the bishops said.
A decade ago, the bishops' pastoral let-
ter "The (-hallenge of Peace" dress a fire-
storm of protest from cntics both inside the
church and in the Reagan administration for
its call to reduce military spending and the
nation's nuclear arsenal
In their ness statement, the bishops said
the challenge for peace t(xiay is no less
world suffering from massive
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starvation, regional wars and an undying
arms trade.
"The Harvest of Justice is Sown in
Peace," a religious blueprint for U.S. mili-
tary policy in the post-Cold War era, calls on
the United States to keep its ban on nuclear
testing, stop being the world's leading arms
peddler and increase its humanitarian aid to
countnes where it once fought proxy wars
against communism.
The statement on marriage and family
addresses a wide range of issues, with a
central theme the importance of friends,
family and the parish community in helping
married couples work through difficult times.
Some of the document's strongest lan-
guage comes in a section on "mutuality''"I
believe that we, at this moment, have an
awful lot to offer all Amencans to encour-
age them to strengthen their families." said
Bishop John .1 Nevins of Venice, Fla.
EMMC from page 1
back together and live my life."
Currently Mazzmlle said she is most
troubled by the public receiving the wrong
information about her and making snap judg-
i. tents about the situation She said many
people have "the assumption that I'm a mon-
ster, that I'm mentally unbalanced"
She said the faculty at the nursing depart-
ment is in full support of her, as are many
students, and that she is willing to disuss any
problems that other students may have with
her being in the program She said she will
not be a threat to any of the patients she will
he working with in the clinicals, which has
been a concern of many students,
imusownsolom.111P.'w
teat • e. war 's
440.,
st 111 riot tratikbed. 14st your pr er La.
Another concern of some nursing stu-
dents has been that Mazemlle may he easily
persuaded and this could have an impact on
her nursing performance. Mazemlle replied
to this concern as "quite vadicmus."
"Before this all cP.ne out, I'm still the
person that was going to class and the person
they knew," she said.
Mazemlle said her future is still very.
unclear and that she has to deal with the
present before looking too far down the mad
'Right now people air trying to prevent my
future:* Mazerol le said "I like my career. thoice.
!enjoy what I do and it really is very painful for
me to think of losing that choice again.-
AWL
vvith Vma• you'll be accepted at riore than 10 million
places. nearly three times more than American Express
And that's not a misprint.
Visa. tes Everywhere You Want To Be7
"11.1111. ••••
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• Column
Smoke clouds reality
["Dana GrayAn apple a day not only keeps the doctor away. but it alsocould lower our tax dollars spent. keep people from passingjudgments on you. and protect you from hearing the words-This is a no smoking area "
Yesterday was the Great American Smoke Out Anyone
suffering from the addiction to cigarettes was urged to eat apples in place of their
fa% onte nicotine source
This day comes only once a year. hut there are increasingly more and more
ways to discourage the act of smoking dunng the other 164 days
The biggest foe of smokers is cancer statistics and other vanous health-related
problems. but for those smokers who believe their health is not in jeopardy, there
are some other pressures to make like Clinton and not inhale
Many restaurants are taking away smoker space by adopting a no smoking
policy A, a worker of a local fact food restaurant. which has instituted this policy.
I have witnessed responses to this, good and had A television station es en did a
short news segment about the policy. (Maybe you saw me in my two second
appearance)
The Bang w Mall has even gone smoke-frer, and the only way to light up a
cigarette under the roof of the mall is to search out a restaurant that still offers ash
trays
As the boundaries on smoker space dwindle, there is an increasing fear among
smokers and cigarette producers that the health care plan will target cigarette sales
for huge us revenues The price of cigarenes is quite high now. hut the White
House wants to make it higher
Aside from these pressures upon smokers, there are people they must deal with
everyday who are constantly passing judgments on them about their inability or
desire to quit
It seems like nobody wants people to smoke, and with all these pressures
against smokers. cigarettes will become a thing of the past. right' Wrong
"co amount of taxing. removal of ash trays, health warnings or judgment-
passings will effectively combat one word shared by man) smoker, - addiction
Talking to some of my friends who smoke. I find they have an urge to stop
smoking. but they feel somewhat overwhelmed by the desire they have for
cigarettes
The crav ing for cigarettes can he on both a oily sical and mental level Nicotine
is a drug that relaxes an individual It also gives the person an outlet for nervous
energy other than eating One friend described the need for a cigarette as a "hunger
or thirst that cannot he described to the non-smoker"
By expecting smokers to he forced into a non-smoker's world through outside
factors of tax money and environmental constraints. exciudes the only true place
where the smoker can achieve an escape from cigarette use - from within
-There are support ser% ices that are designed specifically to work on the les el of
the smoker helping himself or herself toward being smoke-free
I have neser put a cigarette to my lips, and although this may put me in a
mirionty. at least I can sac I have never set myself up for a situation where I am
told to eat apples on a certain day
Dana Gras • r rudrnt who hopes all smoker-1%in comeda% curse
f,  Waiter Rale.1-. ha ctuoid pet •
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• School of Nursing
Prescription for opinion
The situation of University of Maine
nursing student Yvonne Mazemlle is a
case that can he examined from many
different points of view.
Many people look at issues of ethics,
education and the law when determining
how they feel about a cons icted sex of-
fender being admitted back into the nurs-
ing program on this campus.
I tespite the different angles from W hich
the situation may he viewed, l_l!Ylaine's
School of Nursing only wants it seen from
one point of view on this campus — its own.
The public has been told the nursing
faculty on campus is "unanimously- in
support of Mazemlle's continuation of
clinical work. However, if asked to corn-
ment on the situation, faculty of the de-
partment VA ill say the director of nursing
is answering all questions on this matter
If the faculty is supposedly 100 percent
behind Mazemlle, why is only one pro-
fessor singled out as the spokesperson for
all the rest' Perhaps the answers other
faculty members may give to questions
about the situation would not fit into the
"unanimous- opinion the School of Nurs-
ing has molded for itself.
One of the first questions many people
have had ss hen learning of the K./crone
case is why did ('Maine's School of Nurs-
ing allow a cons icted sex offender to return
to clinical practice within its program"
A woman found guilt of restraining
her own daughters while her boyfriend
sexualls abused them has been gis en the
OK by (Maine's nursing department to
work with the mentally ill and children as
part of her clinical training
The reason the School of Nursing has
given its appms al to Mazerolle is because
of information it acquired as a result of an
"extensive- investigation. according to the
director of nursing The specific details of
this inquiry . the director said, could he
better explained by the intenm dean of the
( 011ege of Social and Bella'. toral Sciences,
who made the final decision to allow Ma-
zerolle back into the program after review-
ing the investigation.
When contacted about the investiga-
tion, the interim dean's office referred all
questions back to the director of nursing.
For such an "extensive- investigation, there
have not been a lot of extensive answers
given about it.
Not only does the School of Nursing
wish to paint a picture of universal sup-
port among its faculty. the school would
also like to see its nursing students join in
hacking Mazerolle.
Several UMaine nursing students
have been told they should trust the uni-
versity's judgment in this matter because
the students are not aware of all the
details involved. The students. however,
were not allowed to hear all these details.
What the students do know is that
this situation could potentially have a
severe negative impact on their own clin-
ical practices in local hospitals If the
staff members of local hospitals and the
patients in these hospitals think this urn-
s ersity allows convicted sex offenders to
do clinical wort, than it may make them
wonder what lies in the pasts of other
students ('Maine sends their way.
-The fact is, the current situation with
'Vsonne Mazerolle could have a major
effect on the reputation of UMames
nursing students, its nursing faculty and
The university as a whole
It also has, and w ill continue to have.
the largest impact on the life of Maze-
rol le herself and it is tnie that uniformed
Judgments should not he made :ihout her
and her future However, the people he-
ng affected hs this situation should he
allowed to make informed judgments
and and not he forced to accept just one
In a profession where seeking second
ornims is supposed to he encouraged.
(*Maine'. School of Nursing seems inter-
ested in (Ink seeking support for its own
The Maine Campus. Ft
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• Sexual orientation
Equal rights should not be repealed
To the Editor
On Jan. 6,1993. the Lewiston City Coun-
cil voted to make it unlawful to discnmi-
nate in housing, employment, credit and
public accommodations on the basis of sex-
ual orientation On Nov. 2, 1993, Lewiston
citizens voted to repeal the Jan. 6 city ordi-
nance. The groups and individuals who
vvorked to repeal this ordinance are now
focusing their energies on a potential state -
aide referendum which would ban gay
nghts laws throughout Maine.
These groups have claimed that gay
rights is about "special rights." There is
nothing special about being protected from
discrimination The Lewiston City Coun-
cil recognized the hostility and discrimi-
nation directed toward gays, lesbians and
bisexuals. You may not be able :o stop the
hate, but maybe you can protect those who
suffer at the hands of discrimination and
violence. This is what gay rights in the
state of Maine and everywhere else is
about Gay rights doesn't legislate person-
al beliefs It simply says that gar. lesbi-
ans and bisexuals should have the same
rights and privileges as their heterosexual
brothers and sisters.
For sears. mans Mainers have labored
diligently to ensure the civil rights of gays,
lesbians and bisexuals. They have worked
to establish an environment which is safe
and nurturing for all The University of
Maine should stand as an example with its
non-discrimination policy, which includes
sexual orientation Students, faculty and
administrators have the responsibility to
build upon the foundation we have here at
UMaine We all have a stake in what hap-
pens in Maine concerning the civil rights
of gays, lesbians, and bisexuals
Anne Coyle
Student
• Florida violence
Orange juice as the price of peace
10 the Editor:
The subject of the Tailhook Association
came up at our dinner table recently I asked.
-N hy would the U.S Navy choose Las Ve-
gas to hold a convention rather than Pensa-
cola. Honda where they all trained? My 16
year old son quipped "It's because the Nav
is afraid to meet in Honda."
On that premise I realized that I too must
he afraid to visit that state Many years ago.
%hen I was in the Navy. I considered Honda
my second home I have since canceled a
winter trip to visit family members in Sara
soca and Ft Myers Also. Eve resolved to
boycott orange juice starting as of this writ-
ing through 1994 It is the only way that 1
and other citizens can send a wake up call to
the good people of Honda Let us make a
statement that we the people will not tolerate
the lesel of violence that exists in what was
a beautiful state Let them know, through
empt) motel moms and empty restaurant
tables, that they must put an end to punks
with guns by.. whatever means necessary, to
include an Emergency War Powers Act
I ask that sour readers think about anoth
er place to visit in 1994 and consider "just
saying no" to orange juice There is no better
place for an individual to express oneself
than at the market place Don't reward the
State of Terror with your business Boycott
Honda and mange juice in '94
Vangel A cimakopoulos
(*ono
• Crying wolf
Put out the
fire alarm
To the Editor:
I am really sick of all the fire alarms
that are being pulled on campus. In
the past two weeks, at least 10 fire
alarms (probably a lot mare, I've lost
count) have gone off in the vicinity of
F.ast/West campus area I just don't
get it. What the hell is the big thrill of
pulling a fire alarm?!
wish whoever it is that is per-
forming this stunt the idiot or idiots,
as the case may be) would either, a)
get a life! or b) find something else
to do with their time (use your imag-
ination: it can't he that difficult can
it?!).
Not only am I a student pissed, but
also I would imagine the whole Orono
fire department is as well. I mean,
Junk about it. the fire fighters could
have a real fire to go to. but no ...,
they have to come and "babysit" the
college campus And all this because
some lerktsi pulled a fire alarm like
real niatate
Pauline Estey
Student
• Maine Vocals
Motives behind being so vocal are questioned
To the Editor
Fin getting tired of being subjected to
all of these liberal clubs who do nothing
but force their liberal ideas on us and act
as an anchor on society The latest group
of degenerates that bothers me Is Maine
Vocals I believe that these people should
not he given any funding or special privi-
leges to be recognized as an organization
on this campus because smoking marijua-
na is counter productive, as well as illegal
A university is a place for people to excel
at academics and learn how to become a
professional person. not a place to hang
around and he a burnout
Second. I think Maine Vocals are com-
pletely out for themselves, their only in-
tention is to buy dope at a cheaper price
and hake themselves wherever the please
Every week they give us lame excuses for
the legalization of hemp, such as "it is a
good material to make rope." That's bull
because we have plenty. of rope We oln
go down to the hardware store and buy all
the rope we want for about thirty-five cents
a foot What do these people need all this
rope for any way?
People have to he colt if they vv am to
support any organization whose leaders
have been arrested for drug trafficking and
weapon,. possession They. had an AK-47'
What are they going to use that for .
rabbit hunting? I think not Anyone who
has an assault nfle has intentions of hurt-
ing people
Maine Vocals, as well as other liberal
factions, should get a clue and stop be-
ing a burden to society They waste so
much study time on the most ridiculous
things Instead of protecting. criticizing
America. and blaming the nch for all of
their problems, they should clean up their
act (literally I and do something produc-
tive
Jeffrey M Nyren
Orono
Express yourself in print
Send letters to:
Letters to the Editor:
The Maine Campus
Suite 7A 5743 Lord Hall, Orono, ME 04469-5743
The Maine Campus reserves the right ot edit all subm
issions on the basis of
length, taste and libel.
Letters should be no longer than 250 words.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
-17/1111111
For Friday, November 19
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Although you appear totally self-suffi-
cient on the surface, underneath you hide
a strong need for the approval of others.
Even so. you're not willing to compro-
mise sour ideals to gain popularity This
inner contradiction can confuse even those
who know you best. Fortunately, you are
blessed with excellent analytic ability and
know how to make the right decisions when
the pressure is on.
ARIES (March 21 - April 191: Step
back from a hard-line position to preserve
friendly working relations Seek intelli-
gent cooperation rather than mindless sub-
mission
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): While
it's tempting to just kick back and relax, a
comfortable atmosphere at work makes
this a favorable time to begins new project
CEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Touch
base ith a neighbor about a grossing lo-
cal concern Combining your efforts to
coke a community problem will get re-
sults
CANCER (June 21 - July 221: Play-
ing phone tag with your mate is just one
more drawback to love in the '90s Plans
for the weekend may need to wait until the
eekend A rood time for group outings
I.E0 tJuly 23 - Aug. 221: Style counts
for everything row. ss hich cults you just
fine While an idea may not be accepted
for its content, !.ou can finesse it through
VIRG() (Aug. 23- Sept_ 221: Passion is
a double—edged sword Emotional intensi-
ty can he channeled in positise directions.
but it won't simpls go away on its own
1.1BRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 221: Your life
is onl.s as complicated as you choose to
make it now Narrow your focus and don't
scatter your energy in too many direc-
tions
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nos. 211: It is
weL within your power to set the tone for
the day one of carefree laughter, or an
endless grind The choice is yours to make
SAGITTARIUS iNos. 22 - Dec. 211:
Resent?* may not he sweet. hut it's still
good to see an old adversary get his come-
uppance What goes around conies around
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 191: An
exchange of ideas ,A Ith a talented I eo or
Sagittarian adds greater depth to sout
plans Make use ot %OUT triend s expen
ence
AQUARIUS Llan. 20-Feb. IX): Whlle
mas hase reason to doubt his or her
sirkerity. give a relatise the benefit of the
doubt. nes ertheless People can sometimes
change
PISCF-S i Feb. 19- Starch 201: A friend
ssho otters ads ke has sour best interests
at heart and has powerful insights Into
sour hidden potential I i'ten closely
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Your Daily
Horoscope
For Saturday, November 20
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
When it comes to love or friendship, you
need to feel both an emotional and intellec-
tual connection for the relationship to last
Once you find someone who meets these
requirements, your loyalty is the stuff of
legend. Romantically speaking, your goal
is to ride into the sunset and live happily
ever after with the one you love.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19):
repeatedly imagining worst-case scenari-
os, you make actually help make them
happen Instead. expect the best and make
it a reality
TAURUS (April 20- May 20): A long.
hot bath followed by a good book are sug-
gested as ways to soothe your nerves after a
stressful day A little companionship might
be in order as well
GEMINI May 21 - June 20): Plans
involving higher education should be im-
plemented now, while the first quarter Moon
in Aquarius remains in effect A good time
for career planning
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Some
thing is revealed in a moment of passion
that haunts you long afterward Is your
partner keeping something from you') Talk
it 0%er
I.E0 (July 23 - Aug. 22): Information
that appears complete actually isn't. You
may need to wait to get all the facts Bide
your time, the truth will be revealed
1,"IR(;0 t Aug. 23 - Sept 22): New ideas
and exciting projects launched under the
fa% orahle aspect of the first quarter Moon
in Aquanus gets off to a fantastic start
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - (kt. 22): Work is
harder than it really needs to he A high
stress lesel doesn't help matters The car
may choose to act up as well Not a good
time for major life-decisions
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nos. 21): Plans
ha% ing to do with your home should he
put in motion immediately A window of
opportunity is ready to snap shut, so jump
on it
SAGITTARIUS (Nos. 22- Dec. 21):
Don't lose your temper if your ideas are
met with total indifference In time. the
%alue of your suggestions will become ob-
vious
CAPRICORN illec. 22 - Jan. 194:
While both sides of an argument ha% e met
it. it's time to decide where you stand
Fence-sitting ensures that nothing gets re-
solved
IJan. 20 - Feb. 1/1): The
first quarter Moon in Aquanus recommend..
a,tion A time to initiate new plans in the
areas of self-interest and general heali'
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): What
was once a cherished cause has gradualls
lost some of its spark Some things are
sacrificed for personal developnient
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Corrections
On the front pagr of The %lame
raenru, 'Se'.. 15. the head-
line for the peace studies Mr% in.
correctly stated there is a depart-
ment for peace studies. It is a pro.
eram
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1400-71$140113 to talk I -on-I with a professional astrologer about your
personal cone-ens — love and compatability. work, money. career.
relationships family
Not a tape or computer message" Astrologers are available Seven days a
week, morning through evening. at • cost of 12 99 per minute. which is billed
to your telephone The first minute is FREE You must be 18 or older Call
today — 1400-72*-3030S.
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ArtsForum
What's
new on
the art
scene:
In the near future:
Music: "Performance by the Karel
and Terr)- Lidral Duo," part of the TGIF
series, Friday. NOV.19, 12: I 0 p.m.. Bang-
or Lounge. Memorial Union. Free.
MCA: "Rebbeca of Sunny brook
Farm." Friday. Nov. 19, at 1 and 7 p.m.
Admission.
Movie: "The Firm,- Fnday. Nov.
19. 6:10 and 9.15 p.m.. Hauck Auditori-
um Admission.
Comedy: "Frank Sanrorelli and Bob
Manes'. - Frida.y, Noy 19. p m.. Damn
Yankee. Admission
Symphony: "Bangor Symphony Or-
chestra," with Guest Conductor Neal
Gittlnnan. Sunday, Nov. 21, 3 p.m.,
Maine Center for the Are. Admission.
Concert: "Collegiate Chorale "pert
of the Department of Music performance
aerie!. Friday, Nov 19. ti p m • 101 Ne -
Me Hall Free.
Concert: "trniversin Singers in Con-
ctn.'. part of the Department of Music
performance serins. Sunday. NOV. 21.7
p.m . Maine Center for the Arts Free
On-going arts and entertainment:
"A Sere of Place." a UMaine M use-
um t rt exhibit Nov. 4- Jan 17, Hauck
Auditonum Gallery. Memorial Union.
"Culture Fest," A UMaine Museum
of Art exhibit, through Jan 1 Flier
Library exhibition cases.
"Irma images: Their Life Through ?New
An a Hudson Museum exhibit of con-
temporary Imo ports and carvings, pm-
rides a kiok at the changes in radios-mai hfe
and the poiincal social and economic is-
cue' that face !nun people trxiay. through
March 13. Maine Center for the Arts
"The Rest of Center for Creame Im-
aging.- a UMaine Museum of Art exhib-
it through Dec . bat the Carnegie Gallery .
Carnegie Hall.
"May' rn Black and White, " a UMaine
Museum of Art exhit•it, Oct I 4-Dec 1,
Hole in the Wall Gallery. Memorial
Union
"Cantons Pan/Campus Future Cre-
ating Common: y." an Institutional Plan-
ning exhibit through early fall. Alumni
Hall
"The Art Inside." art exhibit of works
by survivors of childhood sexual abuse,
on display in the UMaine Museum of
An, Carnegie Hall through January.
TGIF Music, every Friday, noon,
Bangor Lounge, Union.
Musics from India every Monday.
6 30 p 101 Neville
Maine Review Poetry Readings, fast
Tuesday of every- month. Ram's Horn.
Movie and Live Music every 'Thurs-
day. 7-30 pun.. Rain's Horn.
Charlie °swain: The Early Films of a
Screen Legend. the Mid-day Tuesday
N'ideo Program, 2:30-4.30 p in.. every
Tofulay, FFA Room, Memorial Union.
• On-going arts and entertainment are
for unless otherwise noted
• Scorpions put sting back into rock n' roll
• Students interested in learning arts, writing,
reviewing and layout call Deanna at x1270
41 MCA review
Guitar summit reaches musical peak
By I. J. Lundy
Staff Writer
Perhaps the amazing flamenco guitarist
Paco Pena put it the hest when he said:
"You're going to hear four types of guitar.
four distinct ty pes of guitar "
Yes. anyone who went to the Guitar Sum-
Mil Wednesday night at the Maine Center for
the Arts did in fact get to hear four Yen
different guitarists play: four very different
types of guitar From the moment the great Joe
Pass stepped on-stage and MCA fell silent, it
was apparent some senivs musicians would
he providing the nights entertainment
The Guitar Summit, currently on the
eighth night of its tour, is a marvelous show -
case of talent coming from classical guitar
legend Pepe Romero. folk/jazz hero Leo
Kottke. as well as jazz masters Pass and
Pena The Summit came about on an Austra-
lian television show when the quartet per-
formed together at the request of the show 's
Jazz master Joe Pass (courtesy photo)
producers
"It was a nightmare on stage. but the
audience loved it:' Kottke said
Why the four may not perform well as a
quartet is obvious when their individual
talents are taken into account: Kottke and
Pass share a common bond in jazz while
Pena and Romero share flamenco In these
pairs they work well together. and they
proved it at the end of the night after their
individual spots were over.
Pass.% who is 63 this year. has been play ing
regularly in public for 49 years Although he
has recorded and performed for many of his
years with the likes of Ella Fitzgerald and
Frank Sinatra. Pass mounted the stage at
MCA alone with his guitar Setting the mood
for his six song set by opening the evening
with standards "Stella By Starlight" and The-
lonius Monks "Round Midnight." Pass
played in the trademark, self-accompanied
style which earn him yearl praise in Down
Beat magazines all polls
Moving away from the jazz thing Pena.
a native of Spain. moved the audience with
his flamenco guitar
"Flamenco, in terms of folk music, is
perhaps the end result of a mixture of cul-
tures in Southern Spain." Pena said as he
gave the audience his interpretation of the
origins of the mush:
Pena•s free form songs reinforced the
impressrm that although flamenco has a
romantis. feel to it. iii' also full of suspense
which grabs the audience and keeps their
attention While manj people may associ-
ate flamenco with Mexican restaurants. Pena
proved that there is much nvvre to It
Next up was Romero. son of the legend-
ary Spanish guitarist Celedonio Romero
While it seemed that the audience was
wary of sitting through a half hour of classi-
cal guitar recital. any worries were set at
ease as Romero moved through an intricate
set of .lassical meces which left the antic
Paco Pena added his style to the sum-
mit. (courtesy photo.) 
ence with a finer sense of appreciation for
both the man and the music
"Ifs always yery warm up here.- Leo
Kottke said taking the stage last keeping the
audience entertained both w tth his music
and his humorous, yet aimless monologues
Koulte.who's improvisational technique
is the basic for a guitar class at the Wiscon-
sin Conservator's of Music, played the
evening's most familiar song: the Allman
Brothers "Little Martha.' which he pref-
aced with: 'Ibis is a song I haven't played
for a while let's see if I remember it "
After thrilling the crowd with a simple
blues number. warped in that Konke style,
Kottke left the stage only to return moments
later with the three other performers for duets
While it can he said this is a show not to
he missed, Its over and if you weren't there
ou definitely missed out It is not often that
On:nu, gets to see musicians of this caliber.
let alone four of them on stage together
• Museum arts
Art and history hit the road
By Bonnie Simcock
Staff Writer
If you can't come to the Museum of Art
tbe Hudson Museum at the University of
Maine they can send exhibits to you Both
have traveling exhibits that are a part of their
appreciationeducational outreach services
The Museum of Art program. known as
Museums hs Mail" or the Vincent A Han-
ger) Traveling Exhibits. has 60 packaged sets
of prints The themes range fmm nature and
Maine landscapes to cultural exploration
Also pan of the program is a student an
contest sponsored by The Bangor Daily "11mA
This year there are about 120 schools,
libraries and munii. ipal buildings through
out Maine involved in the rotation of exhib-
its according to Interim Museum Director
Sarah Fast .1dt
'It is truly ar, outreach program: Fasol-
dt said 'Its one of the hest I've ever seen
Students are living with art for a month at a
time It snot lust a matter of walking hiv it in
a museum and looking at it for 60 seconds "
The program was started by liartgen
probable in the early "-lb and has lust un-
dergone extensive refurbishing, according
to Exhibit Perpetrator Stephen Ringle
The sets are pan of the Museum of the
Arts permanent 5.000 piece collection Fa-
soldt said they tend not to send any thinj in
need of comers ation or that are of extraor-
dinary value
"We like to concentrate more on the
aesthetic value." she said
Ringle said each exhibit has, at most. 12
pieces including illustrations. paintings and
other works on paper Teaching aides and
support matenals are also a pan of the
package
-*It's really on a VI7e and scale that can he
used in a ..lassroorn or corridor TheY are
easy to hang: Ringle said
The prints are usually window matted
and covered with plastic Rut& said Carn
elm. where the museum is housed. super
vise's high school students with the I 'pi% ard
Bound program who help prepare and refur
hush the exhibits
"We send only two-dimensional works
that are protected by coven ngc Were con-
coous of safety but we make them accessi-
ble." Fasoldt said
Fa.soldt said requests and responses are
up this year from last She said they have a
good new set of ofTenngc Mailings go out to
teachers and others who may he interested in
participating Exhibits rotate around the state
for the entire year They are packaged in a
portfolio box with mounting instrucnons and
graphics People who use them are responsi-
ble for packing them up and getting them to
the next location on the list
Rockport Elementary currently has an
exhibit of Mary Prebble's watercolors of
fish according to Priscilla Wentworth. a
K-5 art teacher
"A lot of parents with students came in
for conferences last week as 1 was putting it
up." Wentworth said -11 heard people say,
'Oriori this is nice for a change.' that ii
was nice to see some adult artwork in an
See EXHIBITS on page 16
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By Jeoff Tardif
Staff Writer
Scorpions
Fa, e the Heat
Mercury
The darlings of accessible heavy
metal anthems have resurfaced just in
time to release an album in 1993. A
fresh gasp of air comes from the new
release "I-ace The Heat." their first
album in three years This may have
been worth the wait tor many listeners.
The new album finds a new bass-
ist, Ralph Rieckermann, joining the
Scorpion's outfit after the depar-
ture of original bassist Francis
Buchholz Although Reickermann
does not change the Scorpion's
sound, he does add a needed boost
to the bands rhythm section. The
other members, Klaus Meine, Ru-
dolf Schenker, Matthias jabs, and
Herman Rarebell are in peak form
on this outing
"Face The Heat- may not break
any new ground in the metal world.
hut fans of the hand will be more than
pleased with the new material Rare-
hell on drums pounds home steady,
heavy heats with a skilled craftsman
HeadSpins
precision Vocalist Meine is as clear and
sharp as ever and the dual guitar onslaught
of Jabs and Schenker race the listener into
the Indy 500 with speed shifting licks that
have become the hand's trademark, Push
the accelerator down to the floor for this
one.
"Alien Nation' and "No Pain No Gain"
open the album with two possible hits.
' Alien Natton" is reminiscent of early Def
Leppard with the Scorpion sound mixed
in. "No Pain No Gain," on the other hand,
is a welcomed change for the group and
brings a great opening 6ff to life with an
incredible brooding bass line that pounds
the whole song into anthem-heaven Defi-
nitely one for the greatest hits package.
The production guidance of Bruce Fair-
bairn I Areosmith, AC/DC, Bon Jovi 1 brings
the dual guitars, driving rhythms and vo-
cals together into one tight radio-friensily
heasy metal package
"Woman" is a soulful song that discs
into the power ballad realm with full force
The Scorpions use synthesizers and stnng
arrangements to add depth and heighten
the emotion of this song. The song is a
heart wrenching tale of -the one that got
aw
See HEADSPINS on page 16
Black Happy aren't any old potatoes from Idaho. (courtesy photo.)
Democratic Gandidateett Gaol
1:30 pm, Damn Yankee, Memorial Union
Sponsored b‘,
Th. UnIverstty Democrats
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Exhibits
from page 14
Carnegie kits provide art and culture for non-visitors. (Boyd photo.)
elementary school Kids see some of the
same matenals they use in their work."
The Hudson Museum, housed in the
Maine Center for the Arts, has three exhibits
it loans out to schools around Maine accord-
ing to Joan Klussman. the museum's educa-
tion specialist.
The table-top display s include a fold-out
background information hoard, n produced
artifacts or authentic contemporary-made
items. % idecgapes, hooks, hi ctoncal and cur-
rent photos and other resources A teacher's
resource guide and background matenalc
including maps. transparencies and sugges-
tions for a few classroom activities also
come with the exhibit
The three exhibits are titled, "People of
the Dawn Past and Present" — an exhibit
about Maine's natise ualik, "In Beaut
and Harmony The Navajo and their Tex-
tiles" and —The Maya"
Klussman said the program started off
with a bang after only minimal ads enice-
ment in 1992
"It's very popular with teachers It meets
a need." sire card "Both exhibits were hooked
for the entire school-year by the end of
September 1992
She said there are probably a few open
spots left this year to reserve time for an
exhibit.
"We added the Maya this year It's very
popular now in curriculum since articles
about Mesoamerica ha% e recently. appeared
in Time, Newsweek and the Wall Street
Journal " Klussman said the museum hopes
to add another exhibit covenng art of the
Northwest coast next ear
SANGHAMITRA
el:coca-1 3arnce 3a-a-ma- c_Ttaa.
qvc traurre Smat 133aNg1Lantro tn* ,iczz/es
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Performed by the Dhananjayans of Madras, India
a I 9-member ensemble touring the US and Canada.
ei.d.iii... 4.---;- —oirmii... t• 110,1
Hutchins Concert Hall,
Maine Center for the Arts
Monday, November 22. 1995
at 7:00 p.m.
Tickets:
110 generel admission
s5 students and children under 1 2
Tickets are ay.-IA.4%1e thmuith the box office at the Maine enter for the Arts
egaLsAblaulcurs_ Weekdays 114)0 am 400 p m
1 hours before the beats, nimsce
I elephone 581 1755 or 1 ROO WA T1XX
Klussman said all the items are authentic,
made by the people featured in the exhibit
but that they are not the actual artifacts.
"We can't afford to send out our artifacts.
We have reproductions made especially for
the exhibits or buy materials from areas
where traditional items hay e been made."
she said
She said its important to keep in mind
these things are still part of a museum exhib-
it
"We always say these things aren't toys
They aren't to be playet w ith as a child plays
with toys." Kluscman cud
These kits are used fi ir a variety of grades
and depending on the teacher. Klussman
said, can he used in many disciplines "The
big educational buzzwords are multicultural
and interdisciplinary' Trachers could teach
geography, art, math or other spin-off sub-
jects." she said
"It's %cry appropriate for this museum to
do educational outreach When students
conic here they may spend only an hour
looking around," she said "When you have
it back in the classroom, you can study it in
depth"
Kathy Pierce. a home economics teacher
from Central High School in East Connth.
Maine, used the Navajo exhibit in a Creative
Design course "I like to give a lot of histor-
ical aspects to what 1 teach_ Students were
impressed with the amount of detail of work -
manship and the time consumption of weav-
ing." she said "The kit covers all aspects of
the Navajos and their lifestyle today."
"The kids really enjoyed seeing some-
thing in 3-13. We used the videotape too It
fit right into our social studies theme about
native Mainers." Rita Arnold. a fifth-grade
teacher from Surry Elementary, said of Ow
"People of the Dawn" kit.
HeadSpins from page 1
Each track has its ow iteel and there are
weak points to this all urn Commercial
radio and MTV should be adding these
tracks coon, so stay tuned
If you remember the good Me' days of
the mid -eighties and heat y metal hack then,
pick up the Scorpions latest and don't he
afraid to "Face The Heat "
Black Happy
Pegheati
Pacific Island/Macoli
Can't wait for the latest funky sounds to
grace your airwaves? L. ioking for a re-
placement for that old Chili Peppers al-
bum.' Not impressed by the lack of variety
offered on the radio' Well, jump into the
world of Black Happy 1 hese metal funk'
stets offer a clean and prtose debut
Hailing from Idaho (yeah, I know, only
BANGOR CINEMAS
Gettysburg PG • I 006 55
AdcLam% Family Value PGI3 *1;10
4 00 7 00 9 20
Surf Ninias C '1200
Nightmare •XMas PG •2 45
4 45 6 Si) 9 00
Brick Hillbillies PG •2 10 - 10 9 25
Look Who's Talking Non PG 444)
Mans Best Friend R •2 30 4 35
30 9 -15
Mrs Doutitfire PG 13 7 30 (Sneak
Previeu on 11/20 wily)
Joy Luck Club R •12 40 3 35 6 35 9 35
Cartito's Way R •12 30 330 30 9 AO
Cavil Runnings PG •1 40 4 107 15 9 40
My Lifc R •I2 35 340 64-09 15
Three Musketeers PG •1 304 20
"209 50
• Saturdays & Sund ivs only
potato farmers come from Idaho) this group
of eight (Y) musicians combines the cut-
ting edge of hard rock and add percussion
and a horn section to intrude into the often-
times bland world of album-oriented rock
Adding a humours flavor to the album,
"Chicken In A Biscuit" sends the listener to
a Hoe Down This track is not truly reflective
of Black Happy 'c sound, but there it sits in
the middle of the album annoying as all hell.
An additional aspect to Black Happy's
persona are some slower songs This formu-
la is w idely used by many hands in music
today . Power balladeers they are not Good
funky ska influenced musicians they are
A terse and controlled sound is what
Black Happy specialize in. With two per-
cussionists, the job of keeping time is bro-
ken down into to a science. The hands
different take on hard rock is this groups
major strength
Stand-out tracks inslude"Bullmonkey."
"Shoveljerk," "Mrs Berri." and " Yes And
It Counts." All these tunes contain the funk
and ska influences that defines Black Hap-
py's cc und "Shoveljerk" contains a refrain
one just cannot help ling along to after just
one listen.
More often than not. Black Happy will
break out of a slow groove to slam around
inside the CD player When they rock they.
they mck ith a passion The mots of Black
Happy. come from metal and the transition
to funk is definitely not a severing break
from this influence. By infusing a metal
edge into a funk groove, this band is placing
itself into two of the most marketable genres
music is producing today
Black Happy is a group that will ascend
the charts this coming year Accessible yes,
but a refreshing combination of musical
sty les "Peghead" is pop with integnty and
Black Happy are the musicians to pull it off
r -14;lesarads 1
$3 Gift Certificate
Off Any Sizzler Purchase
11 Bang( r Mall Blvd 12/1S/93Not halinailic REGO.
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The Campus
Norm n grabs Grand
.5 am itle
LA QUM& C-1111. (Al') — ritish
Open dung** Gregg Nomura shot a lo;
owe car 37 on the final ilia ban for 10,,
two-attolbt tticSOCt Over PGA otanspioni
Paul Azituter bi ths Onind Shim of Golf.
Norman, who canted $400,003,
with a 36-bole total of 1-cover 143 cat
Weet'a leek Niridans neon otairet
format was &Mod 10 27 bales tbe
and nine the second to allow Norman So Oar
an allentoott pro-ant round in his Shad;
Shootout, I SOmitestivraybabousandOaks.
Azinget closed with a 36 to liana
$230,000. U.S. Oren champ°, Lee Jan-
Len and Masters champion Bernhard
tied at 143 to cam $115,000 each
SCOTTSDALE. Ariz. (AP) — LPGA
tour player Heather Farr's ainehtion was
still critical early today as treatrnent for a
brain hemorrhage continued
Pivre ke-kernan of Saveable N4emoti4
kir:peal -Nisei sai 1 Farr' soankoon wasdown-
graded Theades, raxli to artical from fur. FIVT,
YitiO tan harkd heist cancer and veined
unikrweivssesteryN ov Ii smarm
Astros tab Collins
HOUSII/N (AP) -- /Ivry Colths, a ar-
crasfulninorleaguemenagerfor 11 srasornand
Pittsburgh's bullpen coat te past Ns. Inman.
is die new manager der Kamm Mons.
Collins. 44. rillaces An Howe, who was
feed Oa 5 after kniding dr Astern to an 85-77
mond Collins stryived a selectim pincers in
attich at law these tomrr =air le-agir aril-
. we in 00111elakal for dry.
Jets' Jones should
recover
HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. (Al') — New York
len linebacker Marvin Jawsss expected to
reanerfitenahipftwitraaneriestschowedhe's
anklet y to develop at...mina:a taxman, lir con-
dition dui ado.: Bo Jackson's football Cater.
Dr Elliott Hershman said Jones. se-
lected fourth overall in the 1991 draft, bad
a special bone scan called a SPECT on
IliescLiy that -showed that dunng this
early period, the circulation of his femoral
head appears intact Jones was injured in
Sunda • 's • at a a.
Demery denies killing
James Jordan
LUMBERTON, N. AP) — Laity
Martin Deanery, one of the men act-model
killing Katiel lonian's father. denim in-
volvement ir the slaying, but admits he
helped &mare of the hcaly
Dernen tiM the High Point Einerptise
that lames Jordan was dead when his co-
defendant Citadel Andre Green. drove up
in Jordan's c Er and asked him to help hide
the body. D. men said he helped Green
dump the body into a South Carolina mak
after Jordan. s death on July 21 Prance-
tors have said they may seek the death
penalty against Demery and Green
• The Terriers are coming! UMaine prepares for war
• UMaine football calls it a wrap versus Hofstra
• Black Bears sign seven baseball recruits
• UMaine hockey
Showdown time-the Terriers invade Alfond
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Hide the women and children.
Batten down the hatches and lock all the
doors.
The Terriers are coming, and it's sire to
be a war
The hottest rivalry in college hockey
kicks off its 1993-94 phase when the Bos•on
University Terriers invade Alfond Arena
for a pair of sold-out games this weekend
with the No I ranked University of Maine
hockey team
It is eipected Ic he a tIviltl% contestr
battle of two Hockey East foes who just
plain don't like each other
In the teams' five meetings last season
UMaine picked up four thrilling wins (in-
cluding the Hockey East tournament cham-
pionship), suffered its only loss of the sea-
son (a 7-6 defeat Feb. 19 at Alfond) and
engaged in an all-out brawl that resulted in
the suspension of three players
The term heated' was apparently coined
with the sole purpose of describing these
(eams' relationship, and 1.1Maine coach
Shawn Walsh said he doesn't expect it to
change this weekend
"les going to be a great series for both
Maine native Frie
kadersisi r Boston U71 iversi
Ca
phote.)
man f,file
By John Black
Sports Writer
Four year ago. Boston University cap-
tain Doug Friedman was thinking of play-
ing his college hockey in the confines of
Alfond Arena
No, he wasn't going to be a Black Bear.
Confused
Friedman 55. 15 reedy to lace up the
'tables and play his oaltege hockey at the
lather, len fami Alford Arena. The
'Alfond in Water, iDe, home of the Colby
College White Males.
Friedman, a relive of Cape Elizabeth,
Me . and a ! assience (Mass.) Acaderal
graduete, passed up the opportunity to '
innuediately fix a Dr's-islet Ill hock-
y program and decided to give Division 1
xkey a dux.
I thought if he was inetnned playing
c -Akre hockey he should go to Colby,"
BIl head coach Jack Parker said of Fried -
m us, whom he had never seen play.
,!:+.'• take forie fee Riesdnutri to
satat Parker's attention.
-From the opening day of practice I
could see he could play Division I hock-
ey," Parker said.
UMaine head coach Shawn Walsh is
similarly impresned with Friedman
-He's a tough kid and he's made him-
See FRIEDMAN on page 19
teams," Walsh said. "Many people picked
them to win the national championship this
year, so it's an excellent opportunity for us
to gauge where we stand right now.
"Besides, Maine and BU, at this point, is
probably the biggest rivalry in college hock-
ey I came in to my office Sunday, and I saw
people camping out to get tickets. The fans
know that when these two teams meet, they
ate going to see some exciting hockey"
The Terriers, 3-2 and ranked sixth in the
country.  has e stumbled a little after opening
the season in the No. 2 slot
But a deep group of forwards, among
them Doug Friedman, Shawn Bates, Jay
Pandolfo and Mike Pomichter, give the
Temers a number of people capable of
putting the puck in the net
However, it is the offensive talent of the
Terriers' defensemen — particularly. pre-
season All-Hockey. East selections Rich
Brennan and Kaj Linna -- that has Walsh
worried
-Their defensive guys are excellent with
the puck and very good offensive players,"
Walsh said "It's something they have im-
proved on since last season, and we have to
he concci ."
In goal, the Teniers feature a pair of
consistent juniors Derek Herlofsky • anoth-
er preseason All-HE pick, shares time with
P McKersie. Both are capable. if not spec-
tacular. and should present a challenge to
('Maine's attacking offensive style
Means hile. Walsh will return to his
llormal goalie rotatOn in his own net, mean-
, na sophomore Blair Marsh will get the start
,, rneht and freshman Blair Allison on Sat-
urday
Allison %as forced to play both games
YersusMenimacklast weekend while Marsh
sat out nursing a viral infection.
Walsh said Marsh is healthy once again
--but a number of other Black Bears aren't
See LTMA1NE HOCKEY on page 19
• UMaine football
Bears, Cosgrove hope to close with win
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
The disappointment of his team's 3-7
record thus far has made University. of Maine
first-year football coach Jack Cosgrove's
rookie season one he might like to forget
But a win in the Black Bears season finale
versus Hofstra Saturday would certainly emir
some of the ('Maine (-each' s fnraration
"l'eat. I'd kwe a win h's probably written
all over my face...Cow-we said 'Sul it's near
than just for my personal gratification:I want to
see CoUt seniors go out with a sictora in their last
game. and it s imnortant tor as to head trio
recruiting and the .iffSeasino on a positive nose."
However. heating the Flying Dutchmen is
riot going to he easy Quarterback George
Repel leads liofora's high-powered run-and-
shore offence, an attack similar to those Bos-
ton t Tniversity and Northeastern used to gun
down the Black Bears earlier in the season
'Tie's like ro throw the hall. and everybody
k-nows that we have had a Twd time on pm
See UMAINE PCX)TBALL on page 1
UMaine defensive back Anthony Jackson is one of eleven Black Bear 
seniors
closing put their careers Saturdai. versus Hofstra. (Boyd photo.) 
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• UMaine baseball
Black Bears sign seven recruits for 1994-95
University of Maine baseball coach Dr.
John Winkin announced this week that sev-
en student athletes have signed letters of
intent to join the I lblaine program next fall
Roark Birsner, Pete Catlin, Keith Cm-
teau, Andy Estahmok, Marc Halsted, Steve
Lancaster. and Rex Turner have returned
commitments to UMaine this week
"This is a really strong class," Winkin
said. "Not only because we v. ere able to sign
everyone we wanted, but also because it's
one of the best classes we've had This class
fills the losses we will receive from our
seniors and our draftable juniors "
Flisner is a 6 1, I'S pound right handed
pitcher and designated hitter from Edge-
wood High School in New Jersey He was 6-
2 last season in legion play
Six of the seven signets are from the
state of Maine
A right-hander. Catlin stands 6-2, 185
pounds Catlin is a senior at Brunswick
• NFC
Shula in a club of his own
By Dave Goldberg
AP Football Writer
NF1 coaches are proud of their elite
club
Almost es ery one of them has said at one
time: "There aie 001.x 28 of these jobs in the
world, and 1 have one of them
That puts Don Shula in a clubof his own
For if you s, ant some perspective on Shu la' s
record of 325 career sictones, here's some.
— In the past decade, there have been 90
coaches with 28 teams, an aserage of over
three per team, and 76 different men have
held those jobs Only Shula has held his job
with the same team and only Miami has had
one coach dunng that period.
— Of those 76, four. in addition to
Shula. have held a head coaching job with-
out missing a season — Chuck Knox. Dan
Rees es. Sam Wyche and Mart) Schotte-
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het mer All have coached two different teams
dunng that decade
-- Of those four, only Reeves has more
wins than Shula, and he's only a game-and
a-half better --- 95-56-I in regular season to
94-58 for Shula Schottenheimer, who took
over the Browns midway through the 1984
season, is 90-51-1
"I look at what I've done and then I see
that I'm 200 wins or so behind him," says
Reeves, who actually trails by 202. "It's
absolutely amazing "
The assumption, or course, is that Shula
will never be caught. Knox, 141 wins be-
hind at age 61, won't do it and neither will
Schottenheimer. who's 50. or Reeves, who's
49
Nor, unalippily, will Shula's son David.
who got a head coaching job with Cincin-
See SC.HULA on page 19
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High School where he was 6-2 as a pitcher
last season
Croteau hatted 474 for Thornton Academy
last spring He's a 5-R 160-pound shortstop
Estahrook, 6-1, 170-pound right-handed
pitcher earned all-state honors at Yarmouth
High School He was 7-0 as a junior, with a
010 ERA
Halsted earned all-tournament honor; at
third base for Old Town-Orono American
egion in the state tournament last summer
I ancaster saw action as a &cher, first base-
man, and outfielder while playing at Mt. Blue
High School and for the FranklinOsuity Rang-
ers A lefl hander he stands 6-0, 190 pounds
Turner has been twice named All-State
while playing at Cony High School. The
Augusta. Maine native hatted 436 with five
home runs and 41 RBI as a sophomore at
Cony to earn State of Maine U.S. Baseball
Federation Golden Diamond Amateur Jun-
ior Player of the Year honors in 1992.
UMaine football 1from page 1';'
COVettlge this season," Cosgrove said "We
rred to discaptine ourselves xxi climate& pen-
alties ared mental tapes if sve are ging lu win."
The Black Bears wIll also need some
productive performances from a handful of
rarely -used players.
Cosgrove said UMaine junior quarter-
back Emilio Colon is "extremely doubtful,"
lbg$1111hday' (game after suffering an ankle
Wiry in the Black Bears' 34-20 kiss to
Ilinatheastert last weekend
Junior Joe Matsilio will start if Colon
can't go. and according to Cosgrove. he
offers a completely different package at
guasterback than does Colon
"Joe is more of a drop-back passer,
while Emilio tends to roll-out and excels at
throwing on the nut" Cosgrove said "lie' I
a big, rangy kid, and although we might
have to change a few things. I think he will
be able to get the jots done for us."
Meanwhile. the Black Bears will also be
Mimi their sup nether led their third.
leading receiver. both of whom will join
Colon on the sideline with injuries.
Junior fullback Steve Knight, who has
559 yards tsri 104 carries, is out, as is junior
reviver Steve Cates ( 22 catches, 255 yards),
who has a separated shoulder.
Sophomore Ftay Baur and freshman run
Rice will step into Knight and Cater' respec-
tive Tots in the lineup. though Cosgrove is
colarrned that they ikon' t provide the experi-
ence that UMaine's disabled starlets did.
"We're going to be going with some
rime guys, but then agate.. that is some-.
thing that we have been doing all year."
Cosgrove said. *Ray has played goite a bit
for us the last two years, and Jim has %eel a
lot of action lately. so at least they have
some game action under their belts.
"Hopefully. everybody will come
through big for in and we can end the season
on a positive note "
Black Bear Notft:
• The game begins at noon.
1 Free DeliverylPizza King  l154 Park Ave Orono Call 866-5505-r2 Small 2 Med
10 Inch Pizzas
plus tax
with single topping only
expires It 21 'QS
*O 
M -tt
Ui n 5 
*•1••t
14 Inch Pizzas
4
plus tax
with single topping only
expires It 21 KES
Expose Yourself
to new tunes.
Music conies in hundreds
of flavors, and the Doc's
got a bunch you haven't
tasted yet.
566-7574
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Friedman from page 17 UMaine hockey
self into a good player,- Walsh said.
Friedman has gone from being unre-
cruited to the Terriers' locker room leader.
"It's something that I'm real proud of,"
Friedman said of tieing captain for the sixth.
ranked Terriers. "Coach Parker is a knowl-
edgeable coach who interacts well with his
pla,ers lies fun to play for"
And Parker is similarly impressed with
his captain.
"Leadership was a real concern, losing
Sacco (Dave), Kevin O'Sullivan, and the
Bavis brothers (Mark and Mike).- Parker
said. "Doug has done a good job and the
kids really respect him."
In his first three years with the Terriers.
Friedman has seen his offensive production
climb from I 2 points as a freshman to 41
including 17 goals —last year
"I think my offense is something I've
worked real hard on," Friedman said.
Coming home to Maine is something
special for Friedman
"I get real pumped to play in a rink like
Alfond Arena," Friedman said of the Terri-
ers weekend trip to Orono "I think they'll
(UMaine) be strong hut maybe a little less
experienced than us."
Parker doesn't believe Friedman needs a
return trip to home to Maine for motivation
"1 don't think it's any more of an incen-
tive for Doug than it is for any of the other
players," Parker said. "Everyone wants to
go up to Orono and play well. It's a nice
hockey atmosphere.'
Parker believes Friedman, property of
the National Hockey League's Quebec Nor-
diques, could take his game to the next
level.
"With the success of the players from
Hockey East in the NII1, he should be a guy
they will look at," Parker said
You can bet Doug Friedman will do
everything he can to make them take notice
Schula from page 18
nati at 33, the same age at which his father
started. Now, at 34, he's prohahly on his
was out the door. 5-20 for his career with the
Bengals, who are 0-9 this season
But there is one coach w ho conceivably
could do it -- Bill Cow her of the Steelers.
But what he would base to do only magni-
fies what Shula already has done.
Cowher is just 36 -- he coached Mon-
day night against a player with whom he he
played at North Carolina State. Jim Ritcher
of the Bills In a season-and-a-half. he is
17-9, a mere 308 wins behind Shula. Fig-
ure the Steelers for Ilse more wins this
year, a playoff win 1r two, and he might
have 23 or 24 by the end of his sophomore
season
But Shula's contract doesn't runs out
until alter the 1994 season, and esen if he
retires then, hell probably have another 15
wins, putting his total at 340 or so. So if
Cow her coached another 30 years, until
he's 66, he'd ha, e to w in almost 11 game,
per season to catch him
Is Jackie there?
"I'm glad I joined the Army National Guard
because it taught me so much about myself.-
1 get a great feeimg of achievemmt from (earning the dropline. Imiershl•
qualities and *tic to succeed inns cirian career And I serve my cornmumn and
country by being one of the best. By belig trained and ready -
Berta an Army Guardmember gives you mom than nst a paychedt. It met;
you nimble life experrnce in learning how to reach your ultimate potential.
Isn't it trne that you found what it takes to be the best? Accept the
challenge and call the Army National Guard today.
942-7667
1-800-462-31012Maine 
rtin eicans At lbers Best
Ilerrn Nronnal Guard sr Fqual Oppnrtuntt, 
Emplover
from page 17
Sophomore forward Wayne Conlan
(back), senior forward Chuck Texeira (neck)
and senior defenseman Jason Weinrich (knee)
will all miss the series, while freshman de-
fenseman Jeff Tory will continue to sit out
while the NCAA reviews his eligibility
"We're pretty battered," Walsh said
"We'll be using a lot of young guys that
aren't used to the intensity of this series But
once they get out there and hit and get hit,
they'll he OK, and so will we"
Black Bear Notes: Here are UMaine's
anticipated forward lines for this weekend,
providing, as Walsh said, that "we don't
have an more in uries before ame time."
I Kariya-Shermerhom-('ardinal
2) Latendresse-Purdie-Tardif
3) Tomberlin-Lovell-Roenick
4) Pineau-Clukey -Mahoney
• Check out the SportsPeople section of
the Nov. 22 issue of Sport Illustrated
UMaine standouts Chris and Peter Ferraro
— currently with Team USA — are fea-
tured in an article similar to the one that
appeared on Black Bear Paul Kariya last
season In the story, Chicago Black Hawks
:tar Jeremy Roenick. the brother of UMaine
freshman Trevor Roenick, calls the duo
"little weasels." Sounds like he's a BU fan,
eh Trevor?
The UMaine/BU series is always hard hitting and intense, as UMaine's
Tomberlin shows BU's lay Pansdolpho last season. (Kiesow photo.)
Friday, November 19 at 1 pm and 7 pm
Rebecca of Sunnyhrtvok Farm holds a special appeal for
Mainers because the drama unfolds in the town of
Riverboro, Maine. This is a timeless story of a young girls'
struggle to find her place in the world. CNN has praised
The Children's Theatre Company as "the leading chldren's
theatre in the United States."
MAINE CENTER
FOR 
ARTSRT Unmersity of Marne
Orem° Maine O449-'4'
$5 Rush Tickets Available • 2 Per Student w/UM ID
9 am ---4 pm & 5:30 pm-7 pm (Day of Performance)
Ticket Information 581-1755 TDD/TTY (Hearing Impaired Services) 581-1888
Nc Re4J-cls 0, Exchanges on Previously Pu-chaseci Tickets
••••
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Campus Sports Staff
weekend football picks
This %ea s guest is Csul Randolph, a
mor health'fitness major who worked last
summer as a student trainer in the New York
Yankees organtzotion at Oneonta, NY Any-
one wanting to be a guest should contact the
Maine Campus spirts department at 581-1268
Pm:
Detroit (4 Green Bay 
Carl Randolph. guest: Lions
Chad Finn: Packers
Colleen Ryan: Lions
Chris DeBeck: Packers
John Black: Packers
College
Hofstra @ UMaine
Randolph. UMaine
Finn. Hofstra
Ryan: Hofstra
DeBeck: UMaine
Black • Hofstra
Boston Unis:ersits 0' James Madison
Randolph JIsit
Finn. JMU
Ryan: JMU
DeBeck: BU
Black MU
Boston Caw 4 Notre Dame
Randolph • ND
Finn NI)
Ryan . ND
DeBeck: BC
Black: ND
Miami Of West Viryinika
Randolph Miami
Finn: Miami
Ryan: Miami
DeBeck: West Virginia
Black' Miami
Ohio St. Michigan
Randolph: ()SU
Finn: Michigan
Ryan: Michigan
LkBeck: OSU
Black: Michigan
Current standings: 
Guest 33-19
Finn 31-21
Ryan 29-23
DeBeck 27-25
Black 26-26
If you like sports and enjoy writing, try
becoming a Maine Campus sportswriter. Give
Chad Finn a call 0 xi 268 for more information.
• College football
Auburn, West Virginia hoping
to earn respect this Saturday
By Rick Warner is 23-0-1 as a starter, will play against Au-
burn but the Tide will still struggle ... AU-
BURN 21-17.
Auburn and West Virginia have been West Virginia is off to it best start since
searching for respect all season If they win 1988, when it lost to Notre Dame in the
their next games, they'll get it Fiesta Bowl. But the Mountaineers haven't
Both undefeated teams face their tough- played anyone like Miami (8-1), which must
est tests Saturday. Sixth-ranked Auburn in to keep alive its slim hopes of another
plays No 11 Alabama in the Southeastern national title ... MIAMI 28-21.
Conference, and No .9 West Virginia meets No. 17 Boston College (plus 14 1/2) at
No. 4 Miami in the Big East. No. 1 Notre Dame
Although Auburn (10-0) and West Vir- Irish beat Eagles 54-71ast year NOIRE
ginia (9-0) are playing at home, the Tigers DAME 44-24_
are only a 1 -point favorite and the Moun- North Carolina St. (plus 31 1/2) at No. 2
taineers are a 5 I/2-point underdog. That's Florida St.
understandable considenng that Alabama is Seminoles have won 15 straight ACC
the defending national champion and Mi- games FLORIDA ST. 45-10
ami has won four titles in the last 10 years. No. 5 Ohio St. (plus 1) at Michigan
Alabama is going to the SEC charnpi- Buckeyes haven't beaten Wolverines
onship game on Dec. 4, but Auburn is since 1987 ... MICHIGAN 21-17.
barred from postseason play because of No. 7 Tennessee (minus 16) at Kentucky
NCAA probation So the always intense Vols haven't lust SEC game in Novem-
game will mean even more to the Tigers, her since 1984 ... TENNESSEE 28-21.
who are playing Alabama at home for only Vanderbilt (plus 23) at No. 8 Florida
the second time since the series started in Gators clinch trip to SEC title game .
1892 FLORIDA 42-10.
Auburn has made a remarkable turn- No 10 Texas A&M (minus 25)at Texas
around under first-year coach Terry Christian
Bowden The Tigers don't have any super- Aggies have won 20 straight over ICU
stars or eye-popping stats, but they find a .. TEXAS A&M 44-17.
way to win. No. 12 Wisconsin (minus 1112) at Illi-
Alabama (8-1-1) has struggled since nois
quarterback lay Barker hurt his Jhoulder Badgers lead Big Ten in total offense ...
against Mississippi on Oct. 23 Barker. who WISCONSIN 2
AP Football Writer
Maine Campus classifieds Stop by the basement of LordHall for your classified ad.
Network Manager wanted- The Maine
Campus needs a knovvIedgeabee persor tc
work 10-15 hrsiwk overseeing its ne:twork
of Maontosh coniouters Anyone inter-
ested should bring a rei drne to The Maine
Campus in the basement of Lord Hari
Cruise Ships Now Hiring-Earn up to
S2,000- 'north working on cruise ships or
Land- Tour companies World travel Suns 
me'& time employment available No
experience necessary For more informa-
tion cal' • -206-634-0468 ex', C5067
WINTER SKI RESORT JOBS-up to
$2 C0C- sa ary & be-et •, Sk!
Sr osist,carg ,structcrs yoe•a•ors
wa • ••a" • ••herpos tors
Over 15,000 openings rric-c
Hiring for summer "94-
portun,ties throughout Ness Lng,ar.a r or
motnatec. hardworking students Earn
1500C- 5'2.000 running nvivr bus,nptA
Call 800- 346-4649 college Pro
rooliiCiiates
Pr
Need roommate to take over lease
I rrIPSSACC-,)"
f ERNALD SNACK BAR- • Home of the
gracCUS greeting ' Open Monday-Fri
day 7a m -2p m Call for take-out
x1404
Don't forget...Deadline for submissions
to the Maine Reviews Nov 23 For more
info call x8707
Orono Thrift Shop-Wed 11 a m -4
p m , Sat 11 a m -2 p m From Main
take Pine, 2nd right to Birch
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL AT THE
BEAR'S DEN. Weekly TAILGATE PARTY
gveaway, 99 food specials start at 8 OC
p
Car Stereos, alarms-We carry Rock
F CAQA*P Clarion, JVC, more
Soundshapers- • 45 Elm St . Brewer
989 '889
We're back! Male & female strippers for
birthdays, fraternity, sorority & special
. '.i''-(5 947-4406
MASSAGE THERAPY, Renee Marie
ACUPRESSURE • DEEP
TISSUE SHIATSU RELAXATION/PAIN
RELIEF. 941-1111,
for sale
Mac Classic II • ..•• -
!yr - .
t
Blue couch set-Includes full-size couch
• love seat Must sell ASAP cheap Call
Kim 866-0144
Fat reducing cream-Could it be true'
Yes Available now As reported on tele
vision 8, in the press, a cream has been
discovered that can reduce unwanted
fat from hips, stomach & thighs For only
534 75 you can start melting the inches
away Cali ' 800-488 0354 •
Minolta Camera, all acces $350 or best
offer Also, new word processor $250
Call Mike 581-8815
Nrshiki 12 sp. bike-Exc cond $450 or
best offer Cal. 581 - 8815 Ask for Mike
Amiga SOO computer-Super resolution,
graphic's and killer music and speech Like
super VGA and Soundblaster built-in/ 1
meg memory, 2 disk drives, color moni•or,
over 100 games, animation and productry
' •
Lost 'lass h•
• Af-f 1 - • --.
lost
! Lost va, C woilttr•ancl. size
• • - !",.• Nor
• • • • - Reward offered.
i
apartme
Greenbush-1 BR house w 100., acres
Quiet area, great for grad students, W 'D
hk up, pets neg S430/mo Avail • '
94 732-4104 after 4 p m
Orono-Available immediately 2 bet
rooms, heated Centrally located Te
866-2816
Roomsfor rent-Old Town 2 rooms ava
immed 1 room avail Jan 1 S200/mo
includ util Margaret 827-3094.
Park Place-1 BR unit with 2 baths &
basement now open $600 heated 862
2061
SPF grts from. 5299
•,ansfers, parties and
morel Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica Sar 'uan Organize a smal!
group Farr free trip plus commss,ons
1 PO(' 5N '
Spring Break '94
personals
_ moarii4otriusici-- 
Happy Birthday tomorrow Burry!
Don't hr depressed, t only 2 doze- -El
Blue Line Club: Ticket pick OF MO'
5th Meeting Wed 17th at 7pm 141,
ets are ready
